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Game dev tycoon wikipedia

Game Dev TycoonStudioGreenheart GamesPublisherGreenheart GamesFirst released in 2012PlatformMicrosoft Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, Android, Apple iOSGenreEconomic SimulationGame modesingle player, multiplayer modscontrolMouse and keyboardMediumDigital distribution, DVDLanguage6 languages including German and EnglishAge ReleaseUSK Game Dev
Tycoon is an economical simulation of Greenheart Games, released in 2012 on PC. The goal of the game is to build a successful software company. In Gameplay In Game Dev Tycoon, a player starts out as an ambitious game developer in the early 80s in a home garage whose first goal is to develop a commercially successful computer game. Once enough money has been
raised, a move to a separate office is ahead of us, with new opportunities emerging, such as hiring staff and exploring new technologies and marketing methods. Anti-piracy measure Knowing, That Game Dev Tycoon would become a destination for software pirates despite the original retail price of $US7.99, the manufacturer took the unusual measure: Patrick Klug, founder of
Greenheart Games, released an edited version of the game through BitTorrent shortly after the release of the game, which after some game time showed a message:[1][2] Boss, it seems that while many players are playing our new game, they are stealing it by downloading a cracking version. If the players don't buy the game they want, sooner or later we're going to go bankrupt.
Chef, it seems that while many players are playing our new game, steal it by downloading the cracked version instead of buying it legally. If players don't buy the game they love, sooner or later we'll go bankrupt. At the same time, revenue from game sales decreases so that the player's company inevitably goes bankrupt. As a result, players generated requests for support for
Greenheart Games, complaining about a lack of ability to stop software pirates while admitting to buying the game illegally. [3] [4] Receiving reviewsPubly publication4Players55/100[7]Eurogamer6/10[8]Meta ratingsGameRankings71,89 %[6]Metacritic69/100[5]In the press of the deal, Game Tycoon Dev received mixed ratings. While it was a solid implementation of the well-known
concept, critics consistently criticized the lack of innovation, as well as many minor errors and weaknesses, such as insufficient feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of advanced games. Metacritic recorded a total rating of 68/100 approximately 6 years after its release (as of July 2018, based on 21 reviews), game rankings (Department: Juli 2018, basierend auf 10
Rezensionen). [5] [6] Es gibt tests, die machen einfach keinen Spaß. Wie gerne würde ich jetzt Peli Dev Tycoon hochleben lassen, das Erstlingswerk zweier Unbekannter. Wie gerne würde ich schreiben, dass es nicht nur durch einen innovative Kopierschutz von sich Reden machte, sondern dass dahinter auch der Geheimtipp der Saison steht. Selbst wenn er zu 87.6 Prozent
geklaut ist. Was ihren beißenden Spott Kopierern gegenüber wieder seltsam wirken lässt. – Martin Woger: Eurogamer[8] Weblinks Offizielle Website Einzelnachweise ↑ Mirjam Hauck: Game over für illegale Downloader. Süddeutsche Zeitung, 30 years old. April 2013, abgerufen am 8. February 2014. ↑ Pädagogik per BitTorrent: Pirate's können nur verlieren. Spiegel Online, May 2,
2015 Mai 2013, abgerufen am 8. February 2014. ↑ Michael Obermeier: Game Dev Tycoon - Raubkopier-Version mit eingebauter Software-Piraterie. GameStar, 29. April 2013, abgerufen am 8. February 2014. ↑ Steven Bogos: Pirating Game Dev Tycoon condemns players for piracy. Escapist Magazine, 29 years old. April 2013, abgerufen am 8. February 2014 (englisch). ↑ a b
Game Dev Tycoon. CBS Interactive, abgerufen am 8. February 2014 (englisch). ↑ a b Game Dev Tycoon for PC. GameRankings, abgerufen am 8. February 2014 (englisch). ↑ Game Development Tycoon. 4 Players, abgerufen am 8. February 2014. ↑ a b Game Dev Tycoon - PC. Eurogamer, abgerufen am 5. February 2014. Abgerufen von Game Dev
TycoonDeveloper(s)Greenheart GamesPublisher(s)Greenheart GamesDesigner(s)Patrick KlugDaniel KlugComposer(s)Alexander LisenkovJack WhiteEngineNW.js (PC)Unity (iOS, Android)Platform(t)Microsoft Windows, Windows RT, macOS, Linux, iOS, Android[1]Nintendo SwitchReleaseWW: December 10, 2012Switch: October 8, 2020Genre(s)Business simulationMode(s)Single
player Game Dev Tycoon is a business simulation video game developed by Greenheart Games that was first released on December 10, 2012. [2] In the game, the player creates and develops video games. Game Dev Tycoon was inspired by iOS and Android, Game Dev Story[3] (Cairosoft), and many critics find considerable similarities between the two games. Game Dev Tycoon
was created by Greenheart Games, founded by brothers Patrick and Daniel Klug in July 2012. The game has between 1 million and 2 million owners on Steam. [4] Anti-Piracy Publication The developers of the game took a unique anti-piracy measure for Game Dev Tycoon. Patrick Klug, founder of Greenheart Games, knowing that the game is likely to be widely downloaded,
deliberately released a cracked version of the game and uploaded it to torrent sites itself. The gameplay of this version is identical except for one variation, when players progress through the game, they get the following message: Boss, shows that while many Play our new game, they steal it by downloading a cracked version instead of buying it legally. If the players don't buy the
game they want, sooner or later we're going to go bankrupt. — Greenheart Games, Game Dev Tycoon Finally a cracked version of players gradually lose money until they go bankrupt as a result of pirates. [5] News site Ars Technica reports that some players complained on messaging forums about this piracy feature without knowing it only appeared because they themselves
pirated the game. [6] Progression Player starts in the garage in the early 1980s with a golden age of arcade video games without employees, with limited money and limited selections for the first game. When new games are created, new options are opened. When the first game engine is built, the player's game development skills improve. New consoles are also released, and
players can purchase licenses for specific consoles, such as GS, PlaySystem, mBox, Vena Oasis, TES, and grPad, which parody real-life consoles and devices under different names because of trademark regulations. As the player advances the game, they have the opportunity to move to new offices and hire staff. An additional extension will then be available and players will be
given the opportunity to open the R&amp;N; K-lab, when they reach certain requirements that host large projects, allowing the player to unlock things they wouldn't otherwise be able to open, such as MMO's and online game stores like Steam, Uplay, App Store, etc. The player can also open the Hardware Lab to create consoles and devices. ReceptionAggregate
scoreAggregatorScoreMetacriticPC: 68/100[7]iOS: 89/100[8]Review scorePublicationScoreTouchArcadeiOS: [9] Game Dev Tycoon received various reviews at launch. Metacritic, which gives a weighted average of 100 to mainstream critics' reviews, gave the game a score of 68 based on 21 reviews, indicating mixed or average reviews. [7] Modit The game has the original support
for writing mods in JavaScript using gdt-modAPI. Users have used this in steam workshop with 788 mods listed as of October 29, 2020. [10] They range from a simple thing, such as adding new consoles and topics to making new libraries like UltimateLib. One of the most common ways people make these mods is a third-party software component called Ultimate Module Editor
(UME). References ^ Game Dev Tycoon combines gaming with business on Android for $4.99. Android Authority app. Retrieved 3 February 2018. ^ Game Dev Tycoon Changelog. Greenheart games. Retrieved May 30, 2013. ^ About Greenheart games. Greenheart games. Retrieved December 28, 2013. ^ Game Dev Tycoon - Steamspy. Steam. ^ Australian Game Developer
Trolls Internet Aussie-gamer.com 30 April 2013. Archived from the original on December 14, 2013. Retrieved December 14, 2013. ^ Orland, Kyle (April 29, 2013). 2013). Dev Tycoon developers give pirates a taste of their own medicine. Ars Technica. Retrieved November 17, 2016. ^ a b Game Dev Tycoon for PC reviews. Metacritical. CBS Interactive. Retrieved August 22, 2015. ^
Game Dev Tycoon for iPhone/iPad reviews. Metacritical. CBS Interactive. Retrieved 25 August 2018. ^ Ford, Eric (November 28, 2017). 'Game Dev Tycoon' review - If you liked the 'Game Dev Story', you'll love 'Game Dev Tycoon'. TouchArcade, what are you? Retrieved 25 August 2018. ^ Steam Community :: Game Dev Tycoon. steamcommunity.com. Retrieved 26 May 2018.
External links Official website The best anti-piracy measure ever - Game Dev Tycoon - also shows players the effects of piracy in the game... Searched This page partially or wholly applies to version 1.4.5. Its data may not be accurate for newer versions of the game. If you update the article to match the current version, archive the page that refers to the older version and
categorize it appropriately before deleting this template. Also change the background colour when changing the installation! Spoilers of the game Dev Tycoon follows. In dev tycoon there are a lot of factors that go into creating a quality game. The purpose of this article is to provide the information needed to create high-quality games. Typically, the goal of developing a game is to
get a high rating score (preferably 9.5+). However, during game development, your actions will not affect the rating points directly, but rather your game score. Game points are a hidden value that you can only see with Modding (don't confuse it with the review scores you see), is basically the sum of Design + Tech, divided by the size of the game (this compensates for the fact that
it takes longer to develop and collect larger games) and then multiplied by several quality converters. All these converters are usually limited to about 1, and their lowest values are about 0.6. Therefore, the failure of any quality check can significantly reduce your game's score. This game score doesn't directly translate into a rating score, but is compared to your previous high score
(read the following paragraph for more information) to calculate your rating score. You can influence the amount of design + technology you get mainly outside of game development by exploring more features (allowing your employees to give more points when developing the industry to which the feature belongs) and training your employees/hiring more employees (more point bet
combined), while during game development you can mostly influence all these game quality converters. Good quality ≠ Good reviews! The first thing everyone needs to understand: A good quality game DOESN'T MEAN good reviews In this game you're competing against your own previous high scores (except (except (except for at the beginning of a game where you compete
against a preset top score until you can win it and set your first high score). Your game score is compared to high scores (the added increase is about 10%-20%), and that's your final rating score (before it's randomized a little bit and you get to see it). Therefore, in order to get a good review result, you need to perform a little better than your previous score. This is very important to
understand: To get a good review result when you can just keep playing and eventually, no matter what you do, you get over 9.5 games (if you don't lose before) !' To get good review scores every time, you have to be consistent, not good. You have to perform just like last time, but a little better. Then why would you want to make high-quality games? Because it's easier to make a
high-quality game (a game where all quality checks are limited) than to make a non-high-quality game of equal quality (no) quality. For example, getting the best quality on sliders is based, you never have to apply less than 20% to specific topics (~3-6 per genre), never use more than 20% for specific topics (~0-3 per genre) and at least twice apply more than 40% to specific topics
(~3-6 per genre). However, in order to make the worst quality game, you need to perverse all this - always use less than 20% for specific topics (~3-6 per genre), always use more than 20% for specific topics (~0-3 per genre). Therefore, if you choose the best quality, you have 60% freedom (which means that 60% of the slider is fine, there is no left) in 2 sliders, 80% freedom in ~1-4
sliders, 20% freedom ~0-3 on sliders and 100% freedom on remaining ~0-6 sliders, and if you choose the worst quality, you have 20% freedom in 3-6 sliders, 80% freedom in 0-3 sliders and 100% freedom in remaining ~0-6 sliders. If you compare it, you will see that you have ~500%-800% (900% in total). in the first case and 360-660 % in the second case. Therefore, if you follow
the best quality rule, you have more creative freedom than if you follow the worst quality rule. This is even more radical for a combination of genre/topic, for example. There are far more great combos (quality converter 1) than Weird ones with the worst quality converter possible at 0.6. Therefore, if you focus on making only the worst weird combos, you are very limited in which
genre/subject combination you can choose (not to mention that you hardly have multi-sport games). However, if you focus on just making great communes, you will have a lot more freedom. For example, Dungeon, Airplane, Fantasy and many other topics can produce only one worst Strange Combo, but 4 Great Combos. Overall, there are very few topics that give more strange
combos than combinations (Game Dev and Superheroes with 3 weird vs 1 great, romance, startups, hospital and surgery 2:1), while most of them produce far more fine combos than strange combos. That's why this page doesn't tell you how to make games that get good review scores. It will tell you how to make high-quality games, which in turn will help you be consistent in your
score, which in turn will help you get good reviews. If you are constantly developing quality games (good combination, technical/design balance, no bugs, etc.), your game points are based almost exclusively on the sum of the design and technology points you see, and therefore it is easier for you to estimate how well you did (before you see the reviews). After all, it's up to you, free
your mind, think about what you want to do/train or explore next, and always keep cool. There's only one thing the world expects, and that's you. For more information about evaluating and checking game quality, see Review Algorithm. Introduction First of all, things to avoid at all times: Developing two games in a row with exactly the same subject/genre or topic/genre/other genre
Don't make an extension or sequel before 40 weeks. Development of a sequel with the same engine. (Not apply to extensions) Developing a large game without using 2D Graphics V4 or later/3D Graphics V3 or later AAA game development without using 3D Graphics V5 or higher AAA game development without assigning at least 3 experts to similar fields considered genre-
relevant. As stated above, the quality of the game is calculated as a combination of different shapers, all of which are used as a factor for your Design + Tech sum. To make a guaranteed perfect game (except for trending, which is random), throughout the development process, you need to get the right final balance between design and tech points Follow all the slider sharing rules
Select a great combination of genre and subject Choose a platform that fits your genre (or both genres in the case of multispecies) The game creation process can be divided into two main parts: Preproduction and Development. Pre-production phase During pre-production, the most important decisions of the game are made. Options available during preproduction: Game title. The
name of the game. Size. This affects how long it takes to develop the game, it also changes development costs. Small games are almost impossible to reach on average 10. Therefore, if you want to get a perfect score, it would be ideal to produce bigger games. Subject. Genre. Platform. Engine. This table is based on raw data from the game source. Combinations: +++ = Large, ++
= Good, + = Okay, −− Bad, −−− = TerribleAudiences: Y = Young, E = Everyone, M = Mature Topic Genres Audiences Action Adventure RPG Simulation Strategy Casual Y E M Abstract ++ +++ −−− −−− + −−− + ++ +++ Airplane +++ −−− + +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++ Aliens +++ + +++ −−− ++ −− ++ +++ +++ Alternate History +++ + +++ + ++ −−− −−− +++ +++ Assassin +++ −− +++ +
−−− −−− −−− + +++ Business −−− + + +++ +++ −−− ++ +++ −− City −− −− −− +++ +++ −− ++ +++ + Colonization −− −−− −−− +++ +++ −− −− +++ + Comedy −−− +++ + −−− −−− +++ + ++ +++ Construction −− −−− −−− +++ ++ + + +++ ++ Cooking ++ −− + +++ −− +++ + +++ −−− Crime +++ −− + ++ −− −−− −−− + +++ Cyberpunk +++ + +++ + −− −−− −− ++ +++ Dance −− −−− −−− +++
−−− +++ +++ ++ + Detective* −−− +++ +++ + −−− ++ ++ +++ + Disasters ++ + −− +++ +++ −− −− ++ +++ Dungeon +++ + +++ +++ +++ −−− + +++ +++ Dystopian + ++ + +++ ++ −−− −−− + +++ Evolution −− −−− −−− +++ +++ −−− + +++ −− Expedition −− ++ −−− ++ +++ −−− + +++ + Extreme Sports +++ −−− −−− +++ −− ++ +++ −− +++ Farming −−− −− −−− +++ −−− +++ ++ +++ +
Fantasy +++ +++ +++ + +++ −−− +++ +++ +++ Fashion −−− + +++ +++ −−− +++ +++ + −−− Game Dev −−− −− −−− +++ −−− + ++ +++ −− Government −−− −−− −−− +++ +++ −− −−− +++ + Hacking −− + −− +++ +++ −−− −− ++ +++ History + + + +++ +++ ++ + +++ ++ Horror +++ +++ + −−− −− + −−− ++ +++ Hospital −−− −−− + +++ + −− −− +++ + Hunting +++ ++ ++ +++ −− ++ ++ +++
++ Law* −−− +++ ++ ++ ++ −−− + +++ −− Life −−− +++ ++ +++ −−− + +++ +++ + Mad Science ++ +++ −− ++ −−− −−− + ++ +++ Kamppailulajit +++ + +++ +++ −− +++ −− +++ +++ Keskiaikainen +++ +++ + +++ −− +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ Sotilas +++ −−− + +++ +++ −− ++ +++ Elokuvat + +++ −−− +++ +++ +++ ++ Aihe Toimintaseikkailu RPG-simulointistrategia Rento Y E M Music* +++
++ −−− +++ −−− +++ +++ ++ + Mysteeri* −−− +++ +++ + +++ + −−− + + ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ −− + +++ +++ + Post Apocalyptic +++ + +++ −−− +++ −−− −−− ++ +++ Vankila +++ +++ + +++ + +++ + −−− −− ++ +++ Kilpa-ajo* ++ −−− + +++ −+ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++ −−− +++ +++ ++ + Romanssi −−− +++ + ++ −−− ++ + +++ +++ Koulu + +++ +++ +++ +++ + +++ + +++ +++ +++ −−−
Sci-Fi +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ Space +++ + −−+ +++ Sports* +++ −−− −−− −−− +++ +++ +++ + Spy +++ +++ +++ + −− + + ++ ++++ Superheroes +++ −−− −−− −−− −− +++ +++ +++ Cutting + −− −− −− ++++ −−− −− +++ ++++ +−+++ ++++ ++++ +−+++ ++++ +−++ ++ ++++ +−++ +++ +−++ ++ ++++ +−+ +++ +++ +−++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +− +++ ++ +++ +++ +++ +− ++ ++ +++ +++
+++ +++ +++ +− ++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + −−− + +++ ++ Varas ++ +++ ++ −−− +++ −− +++ +++ +++ Time travel ++ +++ −− −− ++ +++ + + + + + +++ + +++ −−− −− −− −− +++ +++ Virtual pet −−−++ − + ++ +++ +++ +++ + +++ + −− Glossary −−− −−− −−− −− −− +++ +++ +++ +++ −−− Werewos +++ +
+++ −−− −− −− −− −− −− −+ +++ +++ −−− −− −− −− +++ ++ +++ Zombies +++ −− −−− −−− −−− ++ +++ ++ +++ Subject action adventure RPG simulation strategy Casual Y E M Genres Audiences Multispecies Combinations The only way to get a large combination for multi-sport games is to use two genres that, when used on the selected topic, lead to Great Combo. This means that
topics like Surgery can't get Great Combo in multi-sport games. -source Combinations of topic and audience You will occasionally receive messages about matches or reasons for the target audience and platform of your choice. Your audience selection primarily affects the sales volume generated by your game. The larger the sales converter for the selected topic, the more sales
you get with the target audience. Source These combinations are discussed in the table above. Platform/genre combinations Each genre has its own popularity on each platform. Your genre selection for the platform has a slightly impact on the rating points. The larger the sales converter for the selected platform, the more sales you get with this genre. When you develop a custom
console, genre and user group combinations are created based on a list of previously released games. They are not predetermined like regular consoles. So they are different between playback and one, and even possibly different between a custom console and the other in the same playback. In genres, your two most commonly used genres are +++ (Large), your third most used
genre is ++ (Good), fourth and fifth is + (Okay) and sixth/ least used −− (Bad). For audiences, your most frequently used audience is +++ (Large), the second most used ++ (Good) and the least used + (Okay). This table is based on raw data from the game source. Combinations: +++ = Large, ++ = Good, + + = Okay, −− = Bad, −−− = TerribleAudiences: Y = Young, E = All, M =
Mature system types Audiences Action adventure RPG simulation strategy Casual Y E M PC ++ +++ ++++ +++ −− + ++ +++ G64 ++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++++ +++
+++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++++ +++ +++ ++++ + +++ TES + −− + + −− +++ +++ ++ −−− Master V ++ −− + + −− +++ ++ +++ −− Gameling + −− ++ ++ −−− +++ +++ ++ −−− Vena Gear ++ + + ++ −−− +++ ++ +++ + Vena Oasis +++ + + ++ −−− −− + +++ ++ Super TES ++ ++ ++ +++ −− ++ +++ ++ −− Playsystem +++ + +++ ++ −− −−− + +++ ++ TES 64
++ + −− + −− ++ +++ ++ ++ DreamVast +++ −− + +++ −− −− −− +++ +++ Playsystem 2 +++ + +++ ++ −− ++ ++ +++ + mBox +++ + ++ ++ −− −− + +++ ++ Game Sphere + + −− + −− +++ ++ ++ + GS ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ ++ + PPS +++ −− +++ + + + + ++ +++ mBox 360 +++ ++ +++ ++ −− ++ + ++ +++ Nuu + −−− −− +++ −− +++ +++ +++ −− Playsystem 3 +++ ++ ++ +++ −− + +
+++ ++ grPhone + + −− ++ −− +++ ++ +++ −−− grPad + ++ −− ++ ++ +++ ++ +++ −−− mPad −− ++ + ++ −− ++ −− ++ + Wuu ++ −− + +++ −− +++ ++ +++ −− OYA ++ −− + ++ + +++ + +++ ++ mBox One +++ + ++ ++ −− ++ −− +++ + Playsystem 4 +++ + +++ ++ −− ++ + +++ ++ mBox Next ++ ++ ++ + −− +++ ++ +++ + Playsystem 5 +++ −− ++ +++ −− ++ + +++ ++ Custom Console
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? System Action Adventure RPG Simulation Strategy Casual Y E M Genres Audiences Platform/Audience combinations Occasionally receive messages about matches or unresenties on the target audience and platform of your choosing. Your audience selection primarily affects the sales volume generated by your game. The larger the sales
converter for the selected platform, the more sales you get with the target audience. Source These combinations are discussed in the table above. In the Planning sliders in the development phase, the player can manage the appointment of different aspects of the project. The higher the slider is set relative to others, the more time it gets during development, which can be
previewed in the bottom bar of the game's development screen. Important: Development has a big impact on review score. This table is based on raw data from the game source. Ratio Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Engine Gameplay Story /Quests Dialogues Level Design AI World Design Graphics Sound Design 20% 80% 80% 90% 40% 20% 60% 50% Tech 80% 20% 20% 10% 60%
80% 40% 50% 40% This means, that, for example, if you set a 50% phase 2 development time for dialogs, 30% for Level Design and 20% for AI, 90% of the time spent on the phase is design bubbles and 10% is technology bubbles, Then 30% of the time spent, 40% of bubbles are designed and 60% are technology, and in the last 20% of the time spent, 20% of bubbles are
designed and 80% are technology. The quality of the game and the right Tech/Design balance (the exact value you need to reach is based on the chosen genre) is very important classification calculation. Focus on one genre When reading the tables below, remember that it is important that the subcomposite bar consists of three sections (located in the sliders), not how much
percentage is assigned separately to each slider. All of these 40% and 20% refer to the relative size of a field section in the bottom bar. This table is based on raw data from the game source. +++ = very important (1.0), ++ = quite important (&gt;= 0.9). You should try to get at least 40% focus on at least two of these sliders for best results, and not get 20% or less of any of them. ~ =
not very important (&gt;= 0.8). These sliders can be set anywhere. −− = not important (&gt;= 0.7), −−− = not important at all (&gt;= 0.6). You shouldn't get a 40% or higher focus on these sliders. Genre T/D Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Engine Gameplay Story /Quests Dialogues Level Design AI World Design Graphics Sound Action 1.8 +++ ++ −− −− ++ +++ ~ +++ +++ Adventure 0.4 −−
~ ~++ +++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ +++ ++ ~ Simulation 1.6 ++ +++ ~ −− ++ +++ + +++ ++ ++ Strategy 1.4 ++ +++ ~ −− +++ +++ ++ ++ Relaxed 0.5 −−− +++ −− −− +++ +++ Multi-sport focus In multi-sport combinations, the values are weighted so that the first selected genre is twice as important as the second. For more information about how to calculate the following values, see the
validation algorithm. The purpose of multispecies genres is to eliminate the requirements of the genre, which gives you more flexibility with what features are cramped. For example, Strategy/Adventure and Strategy/RPG only has 3+ fields, and the rules don't bind everything else, whereas if you did strategy or RPG, you'd have 6+ fields and 1 field, so multispecies gives you more
creativity when you combine genres correctly. The downside of using a multi-sport with less than 2 desired fields in the phase is that the quality of the game is not increased as much as many ged fields. -source This table is based on raw data from the game source. +++ = very important (1.0), ++ = quite important (&gt;= 0.9). You should try to get at least 40% focus on at least two
of these sliders for best results, and not get 20% or less of any of them. ~ = not very important (&gt;= 0.8). These sliders can be set anywhere. −− = not important (&gt;= 0.7), −−− = not important at all (&gt;= 0.6). You shouldn't get a 40% or higher focus on these sliders. Genre 1 /Genre 2 T/D Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Engine Gameplay Story /Quests Dialogues Level Design AI
World Design Graphics Sound Action /Adventure 1.33 ++ ++ ~− ~~ ~+ ~+ ++ Action /RPG 1.40++ ++ ~ − ++ ++ ~ + ~ Action /Simulation 1,73 ++ ++ −− −− ++ +++ +++ ~ +++ ++ Action /Strategy 1,67 ++ −− −− −− −− −− ++ ++ + Action /Relaxed 1,37 ~ ++ −−− ++ ~ −− +++ ++ Adventure /Action 0.87 ~ ~ ++ ~ ~ ~ ++ ++ ~ Adventure /RPG 0.47 −− ~ +++ +++ ~ −− +++ ++ ~
Adventure /Simulation 0.80 −− ~ ++ ++ ~ ~ ++ ++ ~ Adventure /Strategy 0.73 −− ~ ++ ++ ~ −− +++ ~ ~ Adventure /Casual 0.43 −−− ~ ++ ++ ~ −−− ++ ++ ~ RPG /Action 1.00 ~ ++ ++ ~ ++ ++ ++ ++ ~ RPG /Adventure 0.53 −− ~ +++ +++ ~ −− +++ ++ ~ RPG /Simulation 0.93 −− ++ ++ ++ ++ ~ ++ ++ ~ RPG /Strategy 0.87 −− ++ ++ ++ ++ ~ +++ ~ ~ RPG /Casual 0.57 −−− ++ ++ ++
++ −− ++ ++ ~ Genre 1 /Genre 2 T/D Engine Gameplay Story /Quests Dialogues Level Design AI World Design Graphics Sound Simulation /Action 1.67 ++ ++ −− −− ++ +++ ~ +++ ++ Simulation /Adventure 1.20 ~ ++ ~ ~ ~ ++ ~ ++ ~ Simulation /RPG 1.27 ~ ++ ~ ~ ++ ++ ~ ++ ~ Simulation /Strategy 1.53 ++ +++ ~ −− ++ ++ ~ ++ ++ Simulation /Casual 1.23 ~ +++ −− −− ++ ~ −− +++
++ Strategy /Action 1.53 ++ ++ −− −−− ++ ++ ++ ~ ++ Strategy /Adventure 1.07 ~ ++ ~ ~ ++ ~ +++ ~ ~ Strategy /RPG 1.13 ~ ++ ~ ~ ++ ~ +++ ~ ~ Strategy /Simulation 1.47 ++ +++ ~ −− ++ ++ ++ ~ ++ Strategy /Casual 1.10 ~ +++ −− −− +++ ~ ++ ~ ++ Casual /Action 0.93 −− ++ −− −−− ++ −− −− +++ ++ Casual /Adventure 0.47 −−− ++ ~ ~ ++ −−− ~ ++ ~ Casual /RPG 0.53 −−− ++ ~
~ ++ −−− ~ ++ ~ Casual /Simulation 0.87 −− +++ −− −− ++ −− −− +++ ++ Casual /Strategy 0.80 −− +++ −− −− +++ −− ~ ++ ++ Genre 1 /Genre 2 T/D Engine Gameplay Story /Quests Dialogues Level Design AI World Design Graphics Sound Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Employee allocation Starting with medium-sized games and up, you can assign specific employees to specific fields.
You must assign an employee to each of the nine fields, and only one can be specified for each field. Based on the size of the game, the employee is exhausted in the project at a different speed. For medium-sized projects, the interest rate is 1, for the large it is 5/3 and for AAA it is 2. This means that for every percentage assigned to a specific field, the employee assigned to it
receives so many usage percentages. Therefore, a medium-sized game requires a total of 3 people to complete, a large requires 5 and AAA requires 6, without overloading your employees. The total amount of work spent by the employee appears as a progress bar under the employee's name on the slider focus screen. If you don't let an employee get serious overload, you get a
30% experience bonus for good management (this doesn't affect the review score). Employee overload reduces design and technology points. Regardless of who is assigned to which field, each employee participates in the project at design and technology points. However, it seems that depending on who you give to, the total points are slightly When you assign someone that is
better suited to the field, you will get more design and technology points overall. In the table at the beginning of the article, you can find out who is best suited for which field. Case study: At the end of the game (year 40) when developing a mid-level game, where employees were given the correct scores (each employee has enough design and technology points to fully cover
industry requirements) the net result was 2536 total points (2 companies on average) and the allocation of employees incorrectly (each employee does not have enough points to cover at least one requirement - for example, the net score of 300/800 specified in the 810/90 field was 2404 total points (average 2 companies). This is only a 5% increase, but perhaps if the statistical
difference were sharper (such as assigning a 720/180 worker to the 180/720 field), there would be a bigger difference in net result. Since you're only competing against your own high score, a balanced all-around team (any member with very close design and technical stats) would be much more profitable because it would be easier to make consistent games. The downside would
be that you should wait a little longer before you can open your research and development lab. Doll development stage If you are completely unaware of what to do after reading the previous paragraph and want a simpler solution, set the sliders yourself to the percentages given in the table below: Read this before using the table below! Sliders are not the main way to score good
points, it is a mixture between many factors. Some of them include previous reviews, your staff, what year it is, a genre for the platform and the most important is the technical/design relationship. I'm not saying this table is worthless (it kind of is), but if you follow this table and your technique/design point is a long way off, you'll get terrible reviews always then because the quality of
your game is unstable - sometimes you hit the nail on the head on this table, sometimes you're far from top quality, and instability leads to bad reviews. Check out some other pages and read about the game before using this table or just have fun and make games how you want to play them. The table + and - above is a much better reference if you know what you are doing. For
example, 300 Tech 300, Design 300, Speed 300, and Research 300 Your second employee is the Tech 500, Design 100, Speed 150 and Research 200 3rd Employee is Tech 400, Design 200, Speed 200 and Research 100 Technology/Design Ratio is off. Your technique would be way too high for most genres. Rpg, Adventure... Etc. would get poor quality (because you get the
wrong technical/design balance), while the simulation and strategy would be of good quality (due to the right balance). If your staff had too much planning instead, it would be the other way around. That's why if you want to. in the table below, you would have good quality games of some genre, but poor quality from others, which means that you always get then very bad reviews for
your inconsistency in game points. This table is based on raw data. Genre T/D Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Engine Gameplay Story /Quests Dialogues Level Design AI World Design Graphics Sound Action 1.8 100 80 0 0 80 100 0 100 80 Adventure 0.4 0 80 100 100 50 0 100 80 0 RPG 0.6 0 80 100 100 80 0 100 80 40 Simulation 1.6 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 100 80 Strategy 1.4 80 100 0
0 100 80 100 0 80 Casual 0.5 0 100 0 0 100 0 0 100 80 While this will work for you at the beginning of the game, when you have one employee and a few features, later in the game, when you have multiple employees and multiple features, this table will no longer provide you with the highest possible game quality but more of a rough guide. Specialization training In order to
specialise in a specific slider, you must have level 7 and meet the required design and technology levels. This can also serve as a guide that employees can use for each slider (design and engineering requirements are similar to the design and engineering components for each Dev focus). Great games need employees who focus on either design or technology, as well as
employees who have a good balance between both. Save your balanced employees at Stage #3. Specialisation costs 200 research points and 5 million credits per person. Slider Design Technology Engine 180 720 Gameplay 720 180 Story/Quests 720 180 Dialogues 810 90 Level Design 360 540 AI 180 720 World Design 540 360 Graphics 450 450 Sound 540 360 Visually clearer
version: Stage 1 Engine Gameplay Story/Quests 180 720 720 180 720 180 Stage 2 Dialogs Level Design AI 810 90 360 540 180 720 Stage 3 World Design Graphics Sound 540 360 450 450 540 360 Additional versions Downloadable PDF version: PDF version 1.2 Game Dev Tycoon - Game development diagram - Model: Spreadsheet - Spreadsheet version, Includes a combo grid
to track combinations of all topics and genre types
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